have to say your side of the story. You know and either - and - and I know you feel bad
about it and it's time to tell the truth. Your husband don't believe you ... "
KAREN BOES:

"I am trying."

FERNANDEZ:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"I am- trying ."

FERNANDEZ:

"Yeah but listen, did you or did you not, I know you did. I know , I just want, I know you
did now I want to know if you did it as a cold blooded, did you plan it or was it a spur of
the moment thing. Was .."

KAREN BOES:

"It wasabsolutely not planned at all."

FERNANDE3:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"It was not cold blooded . I do not have a cold heart. [ - no - there was nothing planned
at all that day."

FERNANDEZ:

"I know you didn't plan it from before, it happened that morning, whatever happened that
morning, it happened that morning. It -and it triggered something off, you don't
remember? You don 't remember it- nothing happ ened tbat mornin g that would trigger
off maybe an accident happenin g and a fight? You don't rem ember anything? Think real
hard because time is getting short. We've spent a lot of time bere . We're trying to belp
you out but you ' ve gotta tell the truth and that's what we want, the truth . We don't want
you to say that I'm putting words, I want the truth because after that you want this to
explain your side. I want you to be that pilot that got a license ."

KAREN BOES:

"Okay, okay okay."

FERNANDEZ:

"What happened, tell me."

KAREN BOES:

"W- just wait. I'm trying to think."

FERNANDEZ:

"Um-run."
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FERNANDEZ:

"Karen"

KAREN:

"What?"

FERNANDEZ:

"Just tell me the truth. That's all I want is the truth."

KAREN:

"You have every, I don't know what else to tell you."

FERNANDEZ:

"Okay ... "

KAREN:

"I don't know what else to tell you."

FERNANDEZ:

"Well, I guess we're done. You know, I - I mean I was trying to help, I'm telling you .."

KAREN:

"Can Bill come back in here please?"

FERNANDEZ:

"Bill, I send Bill, like I said, time is running short and like I said;Lh,l'II be bere if you _
want me but I'm telling you you think real hard about it and come clean.."

KAREN:

"I am trying. I am trying and Bill and I were getting somewhere okay?"

FERNANDEZ:

"Okay."

KAREN:

:fu1dthe time might be short for you but.. this is, this is, I can't think of what happened.
Bill and I were getting somewhere, okay?"

FERNANDEZ:

"All right. Okay.'.'

KAREN:
FERNANDEZ:

KAREN:

1

··········• ·

. --«~

.
U
/~

you-just keeping pu~ g ~~~my ro~uth, Don't do that." .

'·

o, no I'm not putting words in your mouth. Not at all. And believe me, none of us
want t-0-dothat, we Just want the truth. I'm just saying that somebody die<;lhere, like I
aid there's two choices here and I'm leaving right now. Either you did this on purpose,
you planned it and your'e cold blooded or you did it by mistake and I think it's the
e~ne."
. ___.--··
~---·····-···-----~-- - ----· -····---~··..
"Okay, I did it by mistake. I knew l wouldn't have done it on purpose but I do not know
how I did it okay."

FERNANDEZ:

"Well, that.."

KAREN:

"I don't doubt that I did it. I mean, hello, it is right there, you know. And the evidence is
there but no, I do not, it, I do not believe that I could calculate something that bad at all."

FERNANDEZ:

"No, no, I - I don't- there's nothing that you.."

KAREN:

"I don't think it was anything that was done on purpose."

FERNANDEZ:

''No."

KAREN:

"If it was - I - I - in my heart, I know it was not done on purposes. I don't doubt I did it.

My gosh, and I, you know ... "

8
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FERNANDEZ:

"Yeah, and you know really nothing in your past, nothing in your personality will tell me
what you did that because you got no record, your going through a lot of stuff, you know
stuff like that but we have to clear it. You have to talk to him and tell him how it
happened."

KAREN:

"I - we're trying."

FERNANDEZ:

"Okay. All right. Listen, have a drink. If you want any food, you got food there, okay?
You want anything else?"

KAREN:

"No."

FERNANDEZ:

"Okay."

Chief Olney enters.
OLNEY:

"Karen, I ran next door. I knew you liked iced tea so I got you one."

KAREN:

"Thank you."

OLNEY:

"Just go ahead and take a minute, get a drink. We just got ya a hamburger if you want to
try something to eat but just go ahead and take your time and collect your thoughts and
have a bite to eat."

Silence.

KAREN:

"The little table in my room I have no idea about."

Pause.

KAREN:

"Robin was going to have a junk sale and I told her she couldn't seH that because I
wanted it. She said it was hers so she could sell it if she wanted."

Pause.

KAREN:

"They ended up not having their garage sale and that's a couple of weeks ago and
whatever, so I put all the junk back where it was and I took some stuff to the Goodwill."

Pause.

KAREN:

"I only went upstairs once, I think, I could .."

Pause

KAREN:
· KAREN:

"I shouldn't have... "
"I went upstairs twice."

Pause.
KAREN:

"Once was for my shoes and then I went right back down."

Pause.
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KAREN:

"The other was for the phone."

OLNEY:

"So the first time you got your shoes and the second time the phone or was it the other
way around?"

Pause.
KAREN:

"I'd say the other way around."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

Pause.

-.

OLNEY:

"And what happened on that last time up there?"

KAREN:

"That was the telephone thing."

OLNEY:

"Okay. Was that the same time .... "

KAREN:

"I think, let me think here. What did - I put my shoes - No, I talked to my mother first I
think before I got my shoes. (Pause) I went in my closet and I had to move a big bag of
stuff my girlfriend gave me, a decorative bag."

OLNEY:

"Um-hrn."

KAREN:

"Find the one shoe, find the one shoe .."

OLNEY:

"What kind of shoes are they?"

KAREN:

"You guys have them, they're sandals."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

Pause.

KAREN:

"Um ..."

Long Pause.
KAREN:

"No, I talked on the phone to my mother, heard Robin shuffling around and I don't
remember what sequence that was. I know she was shuffling around when I talked to my
mother."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

"So I must've gotten the phone first and my shoes later. I knew to be quiet. At that point
I knew she was probably sleeping. I walked downstairs quietly so I didn't wake her."

Pause
OLNEY:

KAREN:

"Was that after you sloshed the gas around?"

OLNEY:

"Okay."

Pause.

OLNEY:

"So when you were sloshing it around did some of it spill out?"

KAREN:

"Uh-huh. As far as I could feel it didn't. If I remember right there wasn't
there. There was hardly any in there okay?"

OLNEY:

"Um-run."

KAREN:

"I just knew I had to let Wayne deal with it, you know?"

OLNEY:

"Right."

KAREN:

"I didn't have any idea that anything would happen, you know."

much in

Pause.

KAREN:
KAREN:

OLNEY:

''I just set it back down. I don't know what I did, I think I just set it back down went
downstairs and talked to my mom."
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"Was Robin sleeping when you ...
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KAREN BOES:

"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"And.."

CHIEF OLNEY:

TaJjejumped- unable to understand.

KAREN BOES:

"And was mad at me"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hrn."

KAREN BOES:

"So she chooses not to look at me most of the time."

n

Pause
KAREN BOES:

"Um .."

CHIEF OLNEY;

"Is that when she snickered at you?"

KAREN BOES:
CHIEF OLNEY:
KAREN BOES:

(

_______
~-~-----·-

..

"No, that was..the
- ~-i~! .~efore."_
•-

__:·>

..

"Okay."

"And then I thought, when she just snickered at me I thought to myself ah ... you may not
think that I love you but, you know, I know that I do and I won't stop letting you know
that- regardless ofhow you act."

Silence.
KAREN BOES:

"Why don't you guys just take me in?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"I don't know that that's going to get you the help. I - I want to help you. I don't want to
just take you in. I want to figure this out Karen and get it over, I want to work it through.
I want to understand what happened as best we can and it's as much, you know, for you
as it is for me."

KAREN BOES:

"Well what, what do I do about, What more can I say to you?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well ..you know we're make - I feel like we've made some progress."

KARENBOES:

"We..ha1/e-:-We-have
-:-Verymuch-so:,.,__

_

-----·~-----

,

CHIEF OLNEY:

,,.---

'
"I think maybe the thing we've gotta think about is y-your, um, having trouble
distinguishing at times if you were dreaming about some of these events or if the events
are -you know, what's actually happening - So think about the dream. You know if you
dream_ed,how · it dream out, how did it-~
did it work 1tsway through? Let's concentrate the dream or a wbi e."

on

KARENBOES:

...

~

- ..

,.,

_,

:

\

i

...------~·-CHIEF OLNEY:

- ..........___

"Ifyo -dJ<Jd(e~ -~bout doing this how would it happen? .I'm
yo did dream?"

- -- - -- --

.

-

t saying that it did, but if

-

·---~___.

Pause
KARENBOES:

"I don't know. WeIJ- I can't- I- can't say I ever thought of how, of anything, any
plans ever, anything like that"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"An-and- and you... "

KARENBOES:

"Or absolutely, I just know."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"That's why I don't th - I think maybe that's why it's -you're struggling to recall the
details because you didn't have a plan and if-if you had a plan and you followed the
plan that's at least a couple different times you thought the thing through and I don't
believe for a minute that you planned it out because i-ifyou did plan it out that's looks
bad. If something happens like that (snap of fingers) because something);ripsyonr-tl'igger
knows she's tripped your trigger a number of times ... "
and G<!_d

KARENBOES:

"Never enough to think - Never enough like that. Like I said, wring her neck or you
know ... "

-

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Scared her"

KAREN BOES:

"No, that's how you feel, no it's just a, Whoah, don't you just, ever get so mad at Matt,
you're just like "Errrr''.

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Oh, many times."

KARENBOES:

"Okay, like that- that's what I'm talking about. I'm not talking anything serious.
Apparently l did. Um - but no, it was never - ever- a thoughtout thing at - all. I don't
remember anything yet now beyond setting the gas can down again."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Why would you pick the gas can up?"

_.-,...

Pause.

KARENBOES:

"I wanted to see what was in it, if anything was in it."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"W-Where was it when you picked it up?"

Pause.
KARENBOES:

'..'.In..m_y__dn:am
or whatever, it was like three feet from that little door at t:Ji
~ .end of her
bed.... "

<.
CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay.''

KARENBOES:

"Er, I guess. I think her bed's against that wall and.."

CHIEF ONLEY:

"Okay let's take a bite offoodr•

KARENBOES:

"It's been so long since."
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KAREN BOES:

"It was three- uh - it was near that door. That's all I remember, the spout facing the d the door."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"The little door."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And when you set it down, where did you set it?"

KAREN BOES:

"Right back down."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Same spot?"

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay"
.--~

KAREN BOES:
CHIEF OLNEY:

-

, ,..c::::
:;:-;:.J\,_" ,"

• -- )

,.e rnmy dream.~
:. ,•/ ~--_/
-·· ...

r

Ol<a
Y,Aiicf"yo;

·~emember it sloshing there was something in it but not much.

KAREN BOES:

"Seems like it and whatever it was I wasn't worried about it. I didn't think she'd, you
know, that anything would happen."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hm."

KAREN BOES:

"Okay? That - I - there was nothing on my mind that anything would happen. Ahh .. If
."
--_...,.,
there was I would have taken amir.emnYfill.ll,..¥-Q.u.JmO.Yt,

.,.. .......___

;

:::::::::.::==-

-----w

Silence.

KAREN BOES:

"Why don't you just take me away to the mental hospital okay?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"I don't know if that's the right thing to do Karen."

KAREN BOES:

"Why don't you just throw me in jail?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well, why's that?"

KARENBOES:

"I don't want to be around my family."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"That's not what I want to do either. You know - I don't want to go home and tell my
wife and kids that I threw our neighbor in jail - what I ... "

KAREN BOES:

"It doesn't matter Bill."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Yeah, it does to me."

KARENBOES: .

"It's your job.''

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well.."

KARENBOES:

"Look at the evidence there. And that guy said there's tons and tons and t-1:ci
idence at the house. I don't remember doing any ofit. Besides what I told ya."
...

-----

..._

-

--~ -

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay . Well, I ... "

KAREN BOES:

"If you want me to say I lit a match, you know like that guy want me to, I lit a match
okay? There, how do you like that. Is that what you want to hear? I had no idea where
the stupid matches were but yeah, I did it, okay? What can I say Bill"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well I - I - I don't want to, I don't want to think of you as being, you know, that
cavalier and uncaring about the thing, that I just lit a match and that's what happened Bill,
I mean, if- if we're gonna understand what happened , you and I can work it though . We
can get you some help if help is what you need and help Bill understand it and help
Wayne understand it and your mom and dad understand it. I don't want them to think
that you're so cavalier that you said, Bill I - If that's what you want to hear I lit a match
and I caused this fire and I never intended to hurt my daughter, I caused this fire - No,
our min d and it 's in
that's not what I want to hear. Just- so~.thJ.n~
the r.e , we know it's? yo~ know ,~e
n we can agree that it' s in there_,1 ~ ju st tlia·~-we 're
having trou ble getting tt out."
- -- .______
_..)

Pause.

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And I want to deal with the facts . I don't want to deal with you know, this is what I
think you want to hear Bill so this is what I'm going to tell ya."

Pause.

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And I know your emotions are running high, it's scaring ya."

KARENBOES:

"No, I'm numb right now Bill."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"No, I'm talking about that morning. Y-You're mind is going 90 m.p .h .. . "
...
----~ .. ·-· .. - -· ·- .. .. .
wasn't .sup~r mad okay? I was not super ·-~ d . I was looking forward to
d~~ with my girlfriend and, ..)' _
____
.
- ···· · · · ·

KAREN BOES:

--------'lf60
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CHIEF OLNEY:

"And then something started ... "

KAREN BOES:

"We just hadn't been ridden with each other for like three weeks because of vacations
you know."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-Jun"

KARENBOES:

"So, it was just a - an exciting time."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But the day's kind of got off on the wrong foot because you can't find your make up,
you can't find your mirror, you can't find the phone and you're afraid you're gonna be
late, you've been working on trying to .."

KAREN BOES:

"Right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Ah, improve that phase in your life."

KAREN BOES:

"What do want me to, what, what do you want me to tell ya after the gas can . I - I don ' t
know what else to say."
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CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay, well, at- at some paint gasoline got~nd
in the room and I'm trying to
find out how that happened, when that happened, you know .."

KAREN BOES:

"I did it, I don't remember it."

· CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. The gas, the~ was found in - in Robin's room,Jn..!he hallway and_in your
bedroom so it, it got moved around._'._'_
_

.......
KAREN BOES:

. ··" Didn't do i

i --....,________
_

CHIEF OLNEY:

"You didn't take the gas in your bedroom?"

KAREN BOES:

"Uh-uh."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay, did you take the gas in the hallway?"

KAREN BOES:

"Uh-uh. Not in my dream or whatever it is that up in there, no."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

Pause.

KAREN BOES:

"I don't know what to say Bill, No."

Pause.

KAREN BOES:

"Unless I just totally went insane - and - I can't remember a thing - but no - I did not. I
remember putting it back down."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. Well, Karen, if you did, if you did go insane that wouldn't be the first time that's
happened in Zeeland, that, a - a mother went insane and .."

KAREN BOES:

"Right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And ah, her children are no more."

Short Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY:

"And if that's what happened, so be it. I - I'm not going to pass judgment on you."

KAREN BOES:

"Well, I gotta telJ you this." (Pause) "I don't believe that's what happened."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"I don't know what happened but I don't believe that is what happened."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay, what do you believe happened?"

KARENBOES:

"I think she wanted to threaten us pretty bad. I think she wanted to threaten us like she
does do."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Um-hm."

KARENBOES:

"I think she really wanted to get back at me because you !mow, she really wanted that

Michelle, you know, er, wanted to be closer to Michelle which is fine, you know, not fine
but ..."
CHIEF OLNEY:

"She was making Michelle the mom she wanted you to be."

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah ."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KARENBOES:

.-----

' '-----..

"I guess she was and um, but I, I didn't feel I §.hould vary from the mom that I knew 1·\
should be.''
~
_____
. l
-

CHIEF OLNEY:

-------

-~-----.
,,- -

--"Exactly."

KAREN BOES:

"And um, but..No Bill, I do not believe that I did that."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Then it doesn't add up.

KAREN BOES:

"No, I know it doesn't."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And that's what I'm trying to figure out. Just trying to make it add up."

KAREN BOES:

"Okay, you said there's gas in her bedroom."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Right."

KARENBOES:

"In the hallway."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Right."

Pause.
KAREN BOES:

"In my bedroom, Right?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hm."

Silent.
CHIEF OLNEY:

"And you're not a cold blooded killer Karen."

KAREN BOES:

"I know I'm not."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But things got away from ya for a little while."

KAREN BOES:

"I'm terrible."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And you did something you normally wouldn't do that you never even thought of doing
it in a million years."

KAREN BOES:

"You're probably very right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And on that morning, the circuits all over loaded."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"I mean, I'd be mad if- I - I know how mad I get when I can't find that phone because
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we have a cordless phone to~ and the kids love to wonder off with it and - ~hen you
can't find the thing you've gotta go hunting around for it cause it's ringing and you need
to answer it and you, when you want to make a call you can't find it."
KAREN BOES:

"Right."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"I know how annoying it is when Matt takes a tool of mine or something and it doesn't go
back in the toolbox, it's um - in the trunk of his car or on the floor in the garage or
wherever."
--··- ·· ·· ·
·
. -··

KAREN BOES:

(' ··,;WellBill, l

don't believe 1 did it but I don't doubt that I lost it somehow or another,
okay?1 don't believe I could-ever do anything like that. I don't have it in my heart, it
, Just have never, J don't operate that way ."
. ··- .. .._
' •, ...__
· ---·--- - ·-· -· - ---.. _,...
·-- -- "And I don't- I don't think you could do it when you're in you're right mind.

---

CHIEF OLNEY:
KAREN BOES:

"I don't. I don't doubt.."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"We're all capable"

KAREN BOES:

"Doubt, I don't doubt that I did it okay. I (pause) but I can't think of any more details
right now."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay. We're all when our minds aren't working right, who knows what we're capable
of. And you know that you've been struggling with some things where your mind hasn't
been working right."

KAREN BOES:

''No, I know it Bill."

Pause.
KAREN BOES: -

"Okay, so where do we go from here man?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well, I don't want to go anywhere until we figure it out. You know I'm willing .."

KAREN BOES:

"I don't know how to figure it out."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Sit with ya here as long as it takes."

Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY:

"I guess, um, I guess what we need to do is think of- is think through some things here."

KARENBOES:

"Okay."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"W-um there's no doubt that- that it's an arson if-if gas got sprinkled around up there."

KAREN BOES:

"Um-hm Right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And - and even if gas wasn't spread around, if you've got gas in a bedroom of a house
and there's a fire and the fire originated where the gas was, there's something really
different about that. I mean gas just doesn't end up in the upstairs of a house."

KAREN BOES:

"Um-hm."
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CHIEF OLNEY:

"So we know that happened."

KAREN BOES:

"Yup."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"We know that you and Robin have been struggling in your relationship and it's, from
what I understood it's only been like the last year or year and a half that things have been
rough between you and Robin."

KAREN BOES:

"Yes, We had, we were joined at the hip practicallybefore."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hm."

KAREN BOES:

"And it wasn't till (Pause) she got, um, (pause) it wasn't that long ago."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But anyways we -you know, like you said, we've got, we know the fire is set, we know
that you and Robin are struggling and from what I can gather is as much as you want the
relationship to improve and get better it's not getting any better."

KAREN BOES:

"No, it's not. Yes, you're right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And if anything it's getting worse."

KAREN BOES:

"Yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And it's - it's getting worse day by day maybe it's"

K.ARENBOES:

"You now I was.. ,"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Stabilized for a couple of days but then all of a sudden you take a"

KARENBOES:

"U:tn-hm."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"One day where things really turn to crap on ya."

KAREN BOES:

"Yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um."

KAREN BOES:

"I was giving up, it was hopeless."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"You've got another person, this Michelle who um, is going in and being the mom that
Robin wants to be but is not the mom that you or I and everybody else knows is the right
mom figure for Robin because this Michelle isn't going to allow Robin ... "

KAREN BOES:

"So you think I did her to try to save her from something?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"That could be. I think- but I-I'm not sure. I - I'm trying to work it through. Is that
what you think?"

KARENBOES:

"No."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And are ya, are you familiar with that thing in Zeeland with Camburn, that lady from
last September?"
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KAREN BOES:

"Um-lun."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"That's what happened there. She felt that she couldn't take care of her kids the way she
wanted to and she was losing strength to do it, she felt her husband was, her ex-husband
was encroaching on things and bottom line was in order for her kids to have peace she
felt that she had to kill her children and was her mind not working right at the time, It
wasn't working right at the time, there's no doubt about it."

KAREN BOES:

"And obviously mine wasn't either."

Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY:

"But somehow, K-Karen, that fire got started. Gasoline in a can just doesn't seep out of
the can in several different places in the house."

KAREN BOES:

"Um-hm."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"And then take off with a fire. Now, what could have happened is the gasoline got
sloshed around in there a little bit in the bedroom and the hallway and you change your
mind. You said, nope, this is stupid, I can't do this and you left the house. You got in the
car, backed out of the driveway and you got the heck out of there and somehow that
gasoline ignited and you had no intentions of it igniting because you distanced yourself,
you were leaving, you were going for you day with Judy and something happened, either
Robin had a candle burning in her room, Robin flipped the light switch, the vapors seeped
down to where there was a pilot light, and the thing took off."

KAREN BOES:

"I don't remember pouring the gas Bill."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Were you mad enough that day to pour the gas? You'd been mad enough to do it, I
mean, there have been times where you've been struggling"

KAREN BOES:

"I had been before yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

Pause.
KARENBOES:

"But I wasn't that particular day."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But there's something that's telling you that-that I've gotta let Wayne deal with this
but at the same time somewhere else in your brain you're getting a signal, no, Karen
you've gotta do something, you've gotta take definite action today. Something's gotta
happen. The message has got to get through that I'm in charge, I'm the mom, you 're the
daughter, I love you but you're gonna have to do what I believe is best for you because
that is my responsibility to you. My job is not to be your friend. My job is to be your
mother and to set the standards and the values by which you're gonna live as long as
you're gonna live in this house and she's fighting you on it every step of the way and
somehow last Tuesday you are putting, you're laying down the law. I have to take charge
of this situation. I'm the mother, I'm, I don~t know how old you are Karen, you're in
your early 40's or something like that, I'm not going to have a 14 year old girl tell me
what's best for her. I have to get control of this situation."

KAREN BOES:

"You hit the nail right on the head. Everything you just said."
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CHIEF OLNEY ;

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"But Bill, I did not start that fire."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. And I'm not saying ya did Karen, I'm saying that.."

KAREN BOES:

"I do not believe I did."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"At all."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay. Either that or you don 't want to believe that right now ."

KAREN BOES:

"Well ... "

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But that's what we're trying to work through . It could be you don't want to believe it
right?"

KARENBOES:

"Right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"In your mind you don't want to be identified as a mother that would do something like
this but what we have to do is figure this thing through. Ah, the pressure has built up on
ya, you're gonna take control of the situation. You're gonna take control, you're going to
send a clear and convincing message that I'm the boss and we all have to do it from time
to time. I have to do it with my job at work. I have to do it in my role as a parent, um,
sometimes I have to do it in a, um, committee or something that I'm involved with. I
have to lay down the law. I've been put in this position, God help me, I'm your mother.
There are days I don't want to be your mother but today I'm accepting responsibility, I'm
in char-ge, you-are going to have-to submit to my authority and here's how P-m going to
prove to you that I'm in charge and you, you're in the room, you find this gas container
that's been missing for 2, 3, 4 weeks, whatever it is and one of the things you can do to
show her that you're in charge is you can spread that gas around and say, "You think I
won't do this? You think I won't do this, I'm taking over. You're not going to dictate to
me Robin how I'm going to parent you. I'm in charge and I can't wait for Wayne to get
home tonight to do this. I have to take control and the way I'm going to take control and
I'm gonna try to scare you, I'm gonna sprinkle this gas around a little bit so that you
know that I mean business and I'm in charge and .."

KAREN BOES :

"Consciously I didn't do that."
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KAREN BOES:

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Could you do that in your own mind?"

KAREN BOES:

''No."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But when ou're not in yo~ght

KAREN BOES:

"Ah, we're capable of anything I believe."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"I believe we are too. Yup, under certain circumstances; .. " ·
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KAREN BOES:

"You !mow in my right mind I would, there would be no way I would ever do it.

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"And any planned out thoughts or thinking about killing Robin or anything, have never
been there.

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay and I don't think they have neither."

KAREN BOES:

"Yup, I don't - remember how the fire got started if it did but I might have spread the
gas. I don't remember the night that I took my Alka-SeltzerPlus and some aspirin,
Excedrin. I wasn't watching the clock as far as how, when I took the stuff and I may, I
do know that, I took more than I should have. I just figured I'd sleep longer."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hrn."

KAREN BOES:

"I don't remember what night that was."

CillEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"Okay. But I do remember doing that."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And you did, just before you told me that you said you remember about, something
about you may have spread the gas around."

KARENBOES:

"I'm saying yeah, well, who else is gonna do it?

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Did Robin do it?"

KAREN BOES:

"Um.."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"She wouldn't do it, I mean she's a 14 year old girl. She's not the one trying to take
control of the sit- she's trying to manipulate you and push your buttons like we talked
about earlier but she's not gonna bum her room, she's not going to cause harm to the dog
by burning the house, she's not going to ... "

KARENBOES:

"And you think I would?"

CillEF OLNEY:

"When your mind's not right, yeah. I think when your mind's not right you could do it.
We just talked about it. When our mind's not right we could do anything Karen."

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"We accept that. We understand that."

KARENBOES:

"Well Bill I guess I don't, in my conscious mind I don't ever think I could ever do
anything like that. I don't doubt the evidence. Um - I guess urn.."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"You don't doubt that you spread, sprinkled some gas around?"

KARENBOES:

"I don't remember doing that at all but I don't doubt it."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."
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KAREN BOES:

"Okay."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Were you in a hurry to get out of the house?"

KARENBOES:

"Yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Why were you in a hurry?"

KAREN BOES:

(Pause) "I just didn't want to be late again."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Do you remember closing Robin's bedroom door?"

Pause

KARENBOES:

"I don't remember."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Do you think you could've closed her door?"

KAREN BOES:

"Um-hm,I think I could have."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"You had th-, as I recall you had to open it to go in there when you were searching for the
phone ."

KAREN BOES:

"Right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. Was the room hot when you closed the door?"

KAREN BOES:

"No."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Was it bright?"

KARENBOES:

(Pause) "Just sunshine."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay, she didn't have her shades pulled or curtains drawn or whatever?"

KARENBOES:

"Hmmm, I don't know."

CHIEF OLNEY:·

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"It wasn't real dark, I was able to see around."

Cl-llEFOLNEY:

"Okay."

KARENBOES:

"A little, you know, I can't say it was super visible."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hm."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Did you light the candle?"

KARENBOES:

"Sure."

CHIEF OLNEY:
Pause.
\
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CIIlEF OLNEY:

"It's okay, you can tell me."

KAREN BOES
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"fdid. I don't remember lighting the-candle.::,..
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KAREN BOES:

"A big candle or anything okay?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. Do you rememberseeing the candle in there?"

KAREN BOES:

"Let me think"
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Pause.
KAREN BOES:

"Yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay, what color was the candle?"

Pause.
KAREN BOES:

"She had some rowid yellow ones."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Round yellow ones?"

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Like how big around? Like compared to your cup?"

KARENBOES:

"One wasabout that big maybe and the other one was like this, the other one wasmaybe
that big."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"They came from like Kohl's and I couldn't figure out where that's been quite a while
back she had them and I don't remember- I'm not sure where she got the money to get
some of the stuff that she had."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Where were the candles in her room?"

KAREN BOES:

"I think they were on top of the computer."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

CHIEFOLNEY:

"So if you're looking out her window to the back yard it'd be to the left?"

Silence.

CHIEFOLNEY:

"Stay with me Karen. If you're looking out the back window"

KARENBOES:

"Um-run."

CHIEFOLNEY:

"The candles are to the left?"
r' i
,
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KAREN BOES :

"If they were on top of her computer, yes they were."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay."

KAREN BOES :

"The last time I remember seeing the candles consciously was before she moved her bed
around which she just rearranged not that long ago."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"It was in that comer just adjacent, okay. They were on top of the computer or not the

um, tower but the computer ."
CHIEF OLNEY :

"So you -you - I remember you talking about looking for a match and you couldn't
remember what you were going to do with it. Were you looking for a match to light a
candle?"

KAREN BOES :

"Yeah. I think - I - but that was before."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"I know that was the day before but were .... "

KAREN BOES :

"No, that was like a week before."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. Sometime before?"

KAREN BOES :

"Sometime before, yeah ."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. Were you - was there a candle , um burning on the floor or on the computer area
before you walked out of the room?"

Silence.
KAREN BOES :

"Not that I remember."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay, but there could have been?"

KAREN BOES :

"There could have been ."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES :

"I didn't stay in there long, I just wasn't welcome."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Right. And did you remember how, did you light the candle in there? Did you look for
matches?"

KAREN BOES:
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CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay but you could have."

KAREN BOES :

"I could have ."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"And then you closed the door and got out of the room and were in a hurry to go see
Judy ."

KAREN BOES :

"I'd say I closed the door, but yeah, I don't know if I shut it."
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CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"But it was after that that I heard the shufflingaround up there. I don't - because that's
when I got the phone, talked to my mom on the phone, was down by the sink."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Do you remember hearing a big whoosh sound?"

KAREN BOES:

"Uh-uh."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Do you remember Robin yelling or saying anything?"

KAREN BOES:

"Uh-uh."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Was the commotion, was Robin, was that Robin falling down and bumping into
something?"

KAREN BOES:

"I don't believe so? It sounded like she's just moving.. I guess I figured she was just
moving some stuff around like clothes or something, I didn't know."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. Did you.."

KAREN BOES:

"But she does that stuff"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Remember you told me a commotion. A commotion isn't somebody throwing a pile of
sweatshirts or T-shirts over in the comer... "

KAREN BOES:

. "No, I heard her walking around up stairs. And it was from like the bathroom to the
bedroom - her bedroom as far as I could tell I didn't know. I was talking to my mom. I
just knew she did, and she it was lingermg,-it wasn't a short lived thing, it was-not like
she went to the bathroom and went back to bed."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hrn."

KAREN BOES:

"Because she didn't."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hrn."

KAREN BOES:

"All right?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Could that have been Robin trying to get out ofhet room?"

Pause.
KAREN BOES:

"No, cause I heard her in the bathroom."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"And she would've screamed, I'm sure. I don't know unless maybe she didn't have time
to scream. Was she by the door when she died?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um, no, she was closer to the bed but the room's not that big Karen ... "

KAREN BOES:

"Not really."
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CHIEF OLNEY:

"and it'd take you know, one good size step and then fall back to where she was but I'm
convinced Karen that she didn't suffer for more than a second or two, I mean it was .."

KAREN BOES :

"I know, I can't cope with that."

CHIEF ONLEY :

"It just happened so fast that she may have continued to breath for a few minutes but she
was not conscious. She wn, she just went down on the floor, she was passed out and
really, she died quite peacefully and I'm sure she's at peace right now."

Silence.
KAREN BOES:

"Okay . I know she is."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"So really what remains is we just need to fill in a few blanks ."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And you've done a great job of, you know, it's, it's um, a process, it's a difficult thing to
recall ."

KAREN BOES:

"I didn't look at her computer area at all when I was in there."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay ."

Pause.
KAREN BOES:

"I do not know. I do know that I did not look at her computer area because I just looked
in the comer where she was sleeping and then I saw the gas can."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. "

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And you sprinkled some of it around at some point."

KAREN BOES:

"I guess."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"And you closed the door and hurried out of there ."

Pause.
KAREN BOES:

"I guess so."

Pause .
KAREN BOES:

"I would never have intentionally set my daughter on fire or anything like that."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Karen, you didn't set your daughter on fire ."

KAREN BOES :

"Well, She's, died ."

CHIEFOLNEY:

"Yes she did."

KARENBOES:

"At my hand."

CHfEFOLNEY :

"Tell me why you said she died at your hand?"

Pause.
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KAREN BOES:

"Because all the evidence shows it."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But let's just push that, don't even look at that stuff for a minute, push that aside . What
in your mind tells you that?"

KAREN BOES:

"Nothing in my mind tells me that besides the fact that, yeah, I must have subconsciously
done some stuff that I wouldn't normally done and I don't doubt that subconsciously I,
you know, I believe I'm capable, you know, of doing that."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hm."

KAREN BOES:

"As good hearted as what I am when I'm in my right mind, I'm, you know .. ."

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah, I believe we're all capable and I believe I probably did this then. I definitely
don't believe I ever would have, at, I don't, it would never ever cross my mind to start a
fire. I might have wanted to scare her. A lot of the stuff you said was true."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. Um, and I'm trying to think, l'm trying to put myself in your situation. And it, I
never can completely. I can maybe get close and all I can do is, you know, try to imagine
the things that you're feeling and, and all I can base it on is my relationship with my own
kids and you know, how frustrated I've become with them at times. And, and only God
knows what I might do ifI wasn't in my right mind some day. I remember being so mad
at Shannon one time I remember grabbing her and starting to shake her because I was just
- dead tired, I remembered,"

KAREN BOES:

"Well, yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"I remember just being so angry, why can't this kid understand, why can't she get it
through her head and I shook her and I shook her and I shook her and finally I was so
tired I said I've got to stop doing this . This is too exhausting ."

KAREN BOES:

"I'm exhausted."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And you've been exhausted for a long time."

KAREN BOES:

"I have, I was exhausted with my daughter yes."

KARENBOES :

"I would've never thought I'd be capable of that though even, though I think we're all
capable."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well, we don't ever .."

KARENBOES:

"It's just- what?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"We don't ever want to imagine ourselves doing something like that but you are exactly
being honest with yourself when you say that there is a point in everybody's life where
they could get to the point where you've been. For some people it would take more to
push them that way and some people it would take less. I think you've done a
commendable job for a long time, but, but then on last Tuesday it just built up to the point
in where you say enough is enough . Mom's in charge again ."

KARENBOES:

"So how do you think the fire was started?"
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CHIEF OLNEY:

"There is anyway, a number of ways how that fire started. Somehow that, we know that
somehow that gas got spread around ... "

KARENBOES:

"I don't. I don't. Ah no, I do doubt in my mind that I could do that but I don't doubt it
too."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"Ah, um, in my very conscious mind there that would be just nothing there that would,
nothing at all would do anything like that but you know, we're all capable of that stuff
and I don't- I guess the evidence shows that I have." ·-.

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well, can we say that we've got a good part of our mind and a bad part of our mind?"

KARENBOES:

"Um-run."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"That's a fair statement, right?"

KAREN BOES:

"That'sfair."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. And that there are some things that we do that our !;?~~
mind causes us to do that
we, that ~ good mind would
neveraccept and ow- good mind is telling us that's wrong
but our bad mind prevails some days ."

'o~JcJ,

KAREN BOES:

Sighs

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And who knows why the bad mind takes over on any given day but in our bad mind just
abou t anything can happen and it has. I mean when you look at the course of history you
look .~t P~:1£.'_e like Adolph Hitler and his bad mind to~~ over. .. "

\.\.\.~\-v\

KAREN BOES:
CHIEF OLNEY:

~------- -

"Don't compare me to him.' ·'
"I'm not. I'm saying -you're not at all like that but you take people like that, and ah, who
knows, there's been all kinds of people in American history, the guy who climbed the
tower in Texas and shot kids that ah, ah, as they crossed the square at a university, I mean
the bad mind takes over and it does weird things. You know, we've all got that bad mind
in us and we all understand that that bad mind is there and most days we can repress it but
I kind of look at it is the same thing as doing something that you know, for example our
good mind tells us that it's not right to shop lift but our bad mind says, hey you know, it's
only an $18.00 tool and I want it and I don't feel like paying for it today and I think I can
get out of here and sure enough, the bad mind won that day, never got caught. It's just
like um, speeding down the highway. Our good mind says hey the roads are slippery, we
shouldn't be driving this fast but we're in a hurry to get somewhere and our bad mind
let's us do it."

KARENBOES:

"Um-run,Yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"It's .."

KARENBOES:

"That I can relate to."

CHIEF OLNEY:

~
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convinced that last Tuesday the bad mind was rwming the show. The bad mind was
trying to do what the good mind wanted it to do but the bad mind was using its method to
do it."
CHIEF OLNEY:

"The bad mind was taking control and trying to do the good mind's job. The bad mind
took over and ran the situation."

Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY :

"And if the good . .. "

KAREN BOES:

"I guess I believe in that too Bill" voice fades out.

CHIEF OLNEY :

"If the bad mind's prevailing"

KAREN BOES:

"All of the evidence points that way, you know?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-run. If the bad mind's prevailing on that day, try as we might the good mind can't

;

take over. You know, the next day .. . "

KAREN BOES:

"Oh I know that. .."

CHIEF OLNEY :

d mind says hey,
"The day later or the day before the good mind bloc~ut.J.h.e_
da~
ofthe medicine , y- -um, the Alica
no, we know better than to do that but tg,_
Seltzer and the other pain reliever whatever I tfa you sru
a taken .."

KAREN BOES:

"Excedrin."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Excedrin, um, they weakened +h~
~d they energized the bad mind.
The bad mind's off and runnin g~~ys
it's-ok-ay te -spr-inkk-some gas
around in the room, it's okay to light a candle in the room ."

Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY :

"Is that what happened, is the bad mind was at work?"

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah ."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"And what did the bad mind do, that's what I need to know . Tell us .."

KAREN BOES:

"I'm just gonna guess .... "

KAREN BOES :

"My first thought when I got the call that the house was on fire .."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-run."

KAREN BOES:

" . .. ~y -house" (Pause) "that she lit a candle and maybe it wasn't me who

CHIEF OLNEY :
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lit the candle?"
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f'M aybe it was you who lit the candle?"
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-----"The good mind didn't do that anyway."

KAREN BOES:

------

CHIEF OLNEY:

KAREN BOES:

"I don't believe the bad mind did either."

(

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. But the gas had already been spread by the bad mind?"

KAREN BOES:

"I don't- remember doing it but I would say that would be a likely thing."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"Could - could be a likely thing."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY:

"And did Robin not knowing any better lit the candle?"

CHIEF ONLEY:

"Did Robin nonnally have a candle burning in there?"

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah, she burned a lot of stuff, yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"So if she was awake she would light a candle? I suspect it's for the um, perfume, kind
or whatever."

KAREN BOES:

"Yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"It puts a nice scent in the air."

KARENBOES:

"Yeah, yeah, yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KARENBOES:

"And I really don't believe my, the good part of me would go so far as to start that fire.
Okay?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

f

.

KAREN BOES:

/

KAREN BOES:
l
, ~BOES:
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~ CHIF,r;OLNEY

"But the .."

)

"I do believe that I probably may have - wanted to - threatened, yeah."
. "There's - I can't believe that I'd want, would want to do away with Robin."
)

(

"But apparently I did some stuff that wasn't good."
~'Theum, bad mind .would do that to ya. There's just no question about it. It's working
hard, it's, you know, it's working overtime trying to, trying to prevail. And apparently it
did.
"Yeah."

KARENBOES:
CHIEF OLNEY:

/ "And it's possible Karen that the bad mind said, said this is what we're gonna do, I'm the good mind said, no I gotta get out of here."

f I'm driving the situation right~
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KAREN BOES:

"I believe that could have easily happened. Um ... I probably felt like I needed some sort
of control. I really don't believe I would have went that far but... I - I did this, you know,
apparently _,!.
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CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay ."

KAREN BOES:

"Yet. I do not remember that."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"You say yet, do you think there's still something in your mind that's tugging at ya?"

KAREN BOES:

"No, I don't. Not with that."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay ."

KAREN BOES:

"I really don't."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"But you're pretty sure t ha~ t e 0 as got spr inkled around by you?"

KAREN BOES:

"It could have been a void, okay?"

CHIEF OLNEY :

':!'!2.9Yldl1ave easil y ~ ppened you said?"

KARENBOES,

-------
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CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

''Okay."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"That's the bad mind, w.anting to hide it from the good mind , The good mind's wor-k-ing
right now and the bad mind is, is just hanging back."

Pause.
KAREN BOES:

"Kay. Just hurry up before it goes again .

KAREN BOES:

"What do I do Bill?"

Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY:

"I guess you just keep talking Karen cause that's, that's all we can do right now. I think
we're struggling right now. The good mind wants to get this off your conscience and the
bad mind is saying, nah, let's not, let's not discuss this."

_____
.....
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Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY :

"
h

Pause.
CHIEF OLNEY :

,,- ~
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it's okay Karen. It's not the first time I've talked to s~
dictated what's going on for a while ."

ere the bad mind

.......··- __........
"We're all capable of doing things that we don't want to do, that we're not proud of. We
just do them anyway. And life goes on."

____
________

KAREN BOES:

"You're right."

KAREN BOES:

«f truly don't believe I could in my subconscious mind I would not have set - killed her .
Ijustdon 'tbelievethatit'spos~
.. "
..

....- .~---

r-----

"I don 't el- [ viffofd you severaltimesld~n't

KAREN BOES:

"Not even in my subconscious mind Bi11.
" -<~

-
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CHIEF OLNEY :
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believe you wanted to kill her either .~
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CHIEF OLNEY :

"But you did want to get her attention."

KAREN BOES:

"I wanted to get her attention I guess."

KAREN BOES:

"Ohhhh, (pause) oh shit."

KAREN BOES:

"Well I'm glad she didn't suffer much."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"I don't think she suffered hardly at all."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And we know, that at some point we are going to lose her anyway, it's just that we never
expect as parents that we're going to lose our child before they lose us."

KAREN BOES:

"Right. Right."

CHIEF ONLEY :

"But things happen, accidents happen and maybe this is more of an accident than
anything else. It's a situation that got away from you and you wanted to send a signal
that you're in charge and you gotta take over the situation, you've got to control it
because you know what's best for you and nobody is ever going to second guess that you
were trying to do the right thing. You were trying to get things back in order. Things
were getting ·nm chaotk; too muchtebe1tionamtI'vegot to takethe sfruatiort in corttro I
and I'm gonna do it the best way I can think of in this situation today. And maybe it's,
doesn't make sense to somebody a couple of days from now but it's making sense today
so this is what I do and, there ends up being tragic consequences. Sprinkled gas around
never intending to hurt the girl. Never in a hundred years would you hurt the girl you
brought into this world."

KAREN BOES:

"She was a - she was just everything to me."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"She was - she was a little angel. I can remember her standing outside our front door
standing beside Billy and coming over to see Shannon, just cute as a button."

KAREN BOES:

"Ah yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

'
"And the last time I saw her was, probably six weeks ago, still every bit as cute
button just a little .."

KARENBOES:

"Growing up. She was beautiful."

KARENBOES:

"Okay, so what'cha gonna do with me?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"I'm just gonna sit here and talk to you Karen because I wanna .. I want to bring closure to
this thing for you and for me for Bill, for Wayne, for your mom and dad, for Wayne's
mom and dad and I feel like we're so close, we're right on the edge of the cliff and we're
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sitting ... "
KAREN BOES:

"What are you looking for Bill?"

CHIEF OLNEY :

"I'm just looking for what happened up there in that bedroom that morning. I just have to
believe that there's something more that contributed to this, there were words exchanged
that led to- to one thing or another."

KAREN BOES:

"She didn't like my moth-mother, that morning."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"She didn't like what?"

------=~~ .:_____...--~~-

-

···

"No, it wasn't that morning. She didn't like it that my mother called. Yeah, my mo-, it, I
don't know. My mom might have called that morning and she was mad at my mom.
just- --=:-..::.....::..:_:..::.:_:~
she's so bitter." _ ____
-------=.:: She's
~c..:_
- - ·· ·-··-·"Did she feel like your mom was ganging up on her with you?"

KAREN BOES:

"No, just anybody that. .. she decides to, like get Wayne on her side or Bill on her side,
you know, whatever."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um-hm."

KAREN BOES:

"Or her friends mostly."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

Silence.
CHIEF .OLNEY:

"So is it safe to say that where we ~re right now is we're .at the .point wh~re we're trying
to get her attention and let her know that mom's in charge?"

KAREN BOES :

"Yeah it is. Okay. She - may have very, I-really I think she was on the phone when I
told Judy that I had to get away .... I had to just get away from her. The pressure was too
much for me."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"This was on Sunday night?"

KAREN BOES:

"Yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And did you ... "

KARENBOES:

"I'm almost like 99% sure, you know, I'm 90% sure she was on that phone."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"Ahhh, Monday morning. She wanted to go to her friend, Sarah's house. You know
what? Monday morning. Her friend, Emily came over. She had stayed overnight at her
house over the weekend."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Robin had stayed at Emily's?"
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KAREN BOES:

"Yes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"For- just one night."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Um run."

KAREN BOES :

"Or - actually we there - that we had a huge just disagreement - or- if - Wayne, her and
me did the weekend before."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Um-run."

KAREN BOES :

. "And um ...She ended up coming up north with Billy because he wanted her to. She
stayed overnight at Emily's. She's -had to have been at first, Emily's - mom just isn't
that way. So there were clothes that Emily brought over the next morning and Robin met
her at the door. Robin turned around and looked at me (Pause). I think she doubted my
love. I think she really doubted my love. And I could see almost like a child, the look on
her face that her friend was there, you know, came at such a time with the clothes."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Uh-huh."

KAREN BOES :

"Then she went over to Sarah's house. Then I brought her over to Sarah's house and um,
tried to have conversation on the way. Um ..... Um .... the conversation went okay. That
as she got out of the car and she did something really unusual, Sarah and her But she
very specifically looked at me to see if I was paying attention."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay ."

KAREN BOES:

"And (pause) I just said see ya and call ya later."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Uh-huh."

KAREN BOES:

------ ---~--·

"And Jh en 1twas the next night, still that night when I told her I loved her and kissed her
..llll~ I turned around to leave the room and she snickered so - she was really doubtin g my
/ love. She knows now that I love her . That could have been a big factor . I don't know . I
you know, I don't know , you know her emotional stat e, I just, 1 hate it, I just hat e it
to think that she didn't think that I loved her. And she was very much trying to (pause)
trying to see, say to me, see how much I cared about, that's sort of how I felt."

"mean,

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay. You're trying to see how much you were cared ab out ? Is that what you said?"

KAREN BOES:

"What she's trying to say, tried to .... in other people."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay, okay."

CHIEFOLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"An um .... She just. ... she was just so ha teful toward me. And - and it was mostly
because of Michelle. Um ... because I did wind up ... . in controlling her life what
Michelle does, which I'm not going to tell ya everything."

CHIEFOLNEY :

"Um-run."

KARENBOES:

"Um... .Theyare two complete differentmindsetsas far as morals go."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Right. Well, from what I've heard about MicheUeI don't approve of the- Michelle
either. I think you're doing the right thing."

KARENBOES:

"Yeah I did but it wasn't the right think in Robin's mind."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Right."

KARENBOES:

"Robin was supposedto go to counselingon Tuesday and she... The appointmentnever
got set up." (Pause)"She really, the last time we went to counseling.."
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KAREN:

"Both her & I really got kind of bombarded . And I lashed out at her as far as my
thoughts because (pause) that was the Tuesday before."

Pause.

KAREN:

"Um, she sent petitions around school saying that her mom couldn't do anything because
she was drunk and even had tried to get the adults to sign them and so on and so forth just a lot of different things happened last year."

OLNEY:

"Um-run.
"

KAREN:

"And ah, and that wasn' t the case off what was happening at all. Um, she was just trying
to get some revenge and -you know, we were going to counseling and I said to her, if
you go to counseling, you have to tell the truth or we're n.otgoing to get anywhere and
um - (pause) Like I said, I know you're lied about me before. You have done the
different stuff, you know, and, um, I felt really bad about that 1 said those things to her
like that. I was hard on her. (pause) I called her, I talked to her, I called her up from we
were in Ruby Creek and they were going to come up the next day but I wanted to
apologize to her and I did but she hung up on me."

Pause.

KAREN:

"Even though she may have felt that I didn't love her, she must have, I really don't think
she would have committed suicide. And I don't think any-you know, I guess I really
didn't want to think that ever and nor do I think she's could or would tried to do it before.
Obviously that isn't what happened here."

OLNEY:

''No,~at-'snot
what happened here. We have to face that and we have and don't
go-track to that Karen."
,...
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KAREN:

''I know?'

OLNEY:

"Because that's not what happened."

KAREN:

"I know, I just wished she - just wish- (sigh) that r could just go back and tell her that I
wished ... was over" (voice trails oft). I guess I need help Bill."

OLNEY:

"That's what I'm all about here today Karen, is trying to get you help but I have, I have to
understand what kind of help, are you gonna need and to do that I have to know what
happened."

KAREN:

"What do you mean? What more .."

OLNEY:

"You know you tell me you think you remember, you could have done this and might of
done that and you remember all kinds of things leading up to it, you can remember all
kinds of things after it happened and you remember getting iced tea, you remember going
to Judy's, you remember where you were and when you got the call and all of those
things are very clear in you mind but what's -what's gonna look bad for you right now is
that when you get right down to the pertinent issues as to what happened last Tuesday,
it's, you have this void there. And that's not looking good, that you're leaving it a void, it
~
~
has to be filled in."

#

Pause.
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OLNEY:

"We're not necessarily looking for what was on your mind .."

KAREN:

" ... a void as far as how the fire got set."

OLNEY:

"Right, there's that empty time frame in there from the - basically what we got it down
to, is we got, weot.:
ah retrieving the phone out of there and sloshing the gas
can aro
, sprinkling it and then w e got you um, backing out of the drive way and the
eosomethin
appened in between there."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"I - I'll tell what the question that's gonna come up and that's gonna be asked and that
I'm gonna be second guessed on is how can she remember something like a snake and a
toad but she doesn't remember how the fire started that burned her daughter, that caused
her daughter's death? I'm not saying that that was ever intended but we know that's what
happened. The facts do not indicate that she had any intentions of hurting herself that
morning and we know from you and I talking this afternoon that you know about the fire
getting started and we get up there and get close to it but then we don't get over the
hurdle. We just got to get over that hurdle and once it's out, it's over, it's done with."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"I feel like we're right on the -we're right on the edge of that hurdle. We're just about to
go over it and we 're just waiting for you to get over the hurdle."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"You've just got to take that step Karen. And fill it in and we'll sit back and figure it out
but you've got to fill it in Karen."

Pause.
OLNEY :

"It's all there, the, the fact that you're still sitting here and you're still talking to me, you
want it to come out, it's right there, you just gotta-you just gotta let it go."

KAREN:

"Well I know I left the light on in the bathroom ... I did it"

OLNEY:

"Okay. Then what happened?"

Pause.
OLNEY:

"You've gotta think Karen, you've gotta help me figure this out. Ifwe figure it out I can
help ya."

Long Pause.
OLNEY:

"You want it to come out Karen, you know you do. You've got to get it out of your
mind."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"All you've gotta do Karen is you just gotta tell me. You don't have to tell anybody else.
Tell me and then it's over."
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Pause.
OLNEY :

"And if you tell anybody else, you tell them when you feel like telling them. We're so
close right now to getting it all out."

KAREN:

"Ahhh."

OLNEY:

"Just go ahead and let it go Karen."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"If you let it go I can help you."

Pause.

KAREN:

"I remember looking for the matches in her room. Um, but I don't remember what day
that was, that was if, you know,, it wasn't too many times, that I was in there.

OLNEY:

"On Tuesday morning you were in there twice?"

KAREN:

"Once."

OLNEY:

"Once?"

KAREN:

"I was in my bedroom getting my stuff on."

OLNEY:

"Oh, that's right, you went upstairs twice, okay."

KAREN:

"Um-hrn."

Long pause.

OLNEY:

We also know you didn't do a lot of planning, this just happened and we know that you
struggled with your relationship with her. We also know you were trying to do the right
thing. You were trying do what in your mind was the best thing and I don't doubt for a
minute that it was. You wanted to raise your daughter the way you knew she should be
raised and we know all that. We know how the something happened that you normally
wouldn't do. It was part of your trying to take control, get things back on center, get
things back where you're in charge and doing what you and everybody else knows is the
right thing to do, to be a good parent, your setting a standard, your setting limits and by
golly you're doing what you're supposed to do and nobody - nobody's going to find fault
with that. You're doing the right thing. And for just a couple of minutes on last Tuesday,
you weren't doing the right thing."

Pause.
OLNEY :

"So, it's time Karen to just tell me what - what happened. You know what happened,
you just don't want to tell me."

KAREN:

"No, I do want to tell you Bill. I would have to say it was a candle because that was my
first thought when I heard the house was burning down."

Pause.
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KAREN:

"I know I looked for the matches in her room."

OLNEY:

"You looked for the matches in her room, is that what you said?"

KAREN:

"Yeah."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

OLNEY:

"And the gasoline was in there."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"It wasn't painful Karen. It was over in seconds. Just a couple of seconds. And she's at
peace."

KAREN:

"Uh-huh"

OLNEY:

"She had no more time than to just be scared for an instant."

KAREN:

"And no more time to live."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"But that's okay because we know in our faith that she's in a better place. And if
anything we- maybe we're a little bit j ealous that she's in a better place and we, we're
not."

KAREN:

"Well, I think I am. I know I am. I've been that way for a long, long time."

Pause.

KAREN:

''I guess that I would say I probably lit the candle. I don't know that in my conscious
mind. That was my first thought that came in my mind when I heard the house was on
fire, okay?"

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

"Not that I did it, but that a candle was lit, okay?"

Pause.

KAREN:

"I've been depressed but I've been getting better, I can't more or less."

Pause.
OLNEY:

"We all say that sometimes Karen."

KAREN:

"Well this is tragic Bill."

OLNEY:

"It's a big step I kn<?w."

KAREN:

"Should I call Wayne in here?"

OLNEY:

"Call who, Wayne?"
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KAREN:

"Um-lun."

OLNEY:

"Do you want to tell Wayne something?"

KAREN:

"I don't know what to tell him. I don't know what to you're gonna do with me?"

KAREN:

"I will tell him that I - I don't know what I'll tell him."

OLNEY:

"Well, let's think about it for a minute before we call him in then. But if- if you want
him in here, if he's still here, and I don't know, but if he's still here I'll get him in here."

KAREN:

"Okay, let me ask you this."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

"Huummmm, I mean, it doesn't matter to me what the answer is. Am I going to be put
on trial?

OLNEY:

"That's not my decision to make Karen."

KAREN:

"Okay."

OLNEY:

"Um, contrary to what you see on television, police don't make those decisions."

KAREN:

"Okay."

OLNEY:

"The police type the reports and the prosecutor makes those decisions."

KAREN:

"Oh, you're going to tell them that- everything that I've told you."

OLNEY:

"Right."

KAREN:

"Okay. So then Wayne should know that. .. "

OLNEY:

"Well"

KAREN:

"What do you think?"

OLNEY:

"Well, um"

KAREN:

"Am I going to go to jail? Am I going to get help? Am I going to get help in jail? What's
going to happen?"

OLNEY:

"Yes. T-to getting help. As far as jail, I don't know. That's always something that's a
possibility. I don't- I think it would be premature to say that you're were going to go to
jail and I - especially even today to say that. But what I'm thinking, what's just came to
my mind is let's just rehearse what we're going to tell Wayne. You just look at me and
picture Wayne sitting here and let's work it through know we're going to tell it, how
you're going to tell Wayne and you know, I'll just try to sit here like a bump on a log .."

KAREN:

"Alright, fine. Um, okay."

OLNEY:

"But just say Wayne, here's, you know, and, Jet it roll."
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Pause.

KAREN:

"Okay. I know basically what I'm going to say."

OLNEY:

"Okay, just go ahead and tell me. Just work it through and then it'll be easier when you
tell Wayne ."

KAREN:

"Ughhhh . I'm going to tell him that we really worked it through. And apparently I just
went temporarily just crazy. That I did stuff! normally wouldn't do.Tragically, our
daughter's gone. He's gonna ask what I did and I'll tell him."

OLNEY:

"Okay. What are you gmma tell him when he asks?

"'?KAREN

J\,_\

:

OLNEY:

~ needed the phone, saw the gas can, sloshed it
"I'll tell him that apparently I went-Hrnmrn
around a little bit. Apparentl
ad gas around and lit a candle in her room ."
"Okay."

Pause .
OLNEY:

"Karen, so when you walked out of the room, there was gas on the floor and a candle
burning but that's all."

Pause .

KAREN:

"Yeah ."

OLNEY:

"So you didn't put the can- you didn't put the candle to the gas?"

Pause.
OLNEY:

"And you know that as the vapors build up, from lighting a campfire or whatever, as the
gas vapors build up it could ignite from a candle right?"

Pause.

KAREN:

"Yeah. I suppose . I don't know that much about it but yeah."

OLNEY:

"Okay ."

KAREN:

"I suppose that was probably a good possibility. I don't know - no it wasn't a good
possibility . My mind-"

OLNEY:

"And he's gonna say, Karen you didn't plan this did ya? And you'll say no it just
happened, right?"

KAREN:

"No, that's not true though ."

OLNEY:

"Well, what do you mean by that?"

OLNEY :

"Do you think you want to tell him something different?"

KAREN:

"No, I'll tell him what we talked about."

OLNEY:

"Okay. What kind of questions do you think he's going to ask you?"

Pause.

KAREN:

"I don't know. He won't forgive me."

Pause.

KAREN:

"But that's okay. I've gotta, it's something I did so ... "

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

at I did, you know, I think ... "

OLNEY:

''But you know from the evidence that. .. "

KAREN:

'~
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Pause.
OLNEY:

"After you talk to Wayne do you want to talk to me some more?"

Pause.

KAREN:

"Bill, I -yeah, I don't know. Let's just all three talk and we' II see how it goes?"

OLNEY:

"Okay, do - do you feel like you want to tell Wayne something you haven't told me?"

Pause.

KAREN:

"No."

OLNEY:

"Okay. Well if you're ready, if you want me to get Wayne in here, I suspect he's sitting
out in the car in the parking lot."

KAREN:

"I'm going to the bathroom and then, yes, why don't you to go get him."

OLNEY:

"Okay, you want to go to the bathroom? Let's see ifwe can find him."

OLNEY:

"Hang on, the knee is creaking in here."

Door opens.
OLNEY:

"The bathroom is straight ahead here."

KAREN:

''Um-hm."

Silence.
OLNEY:

Silence.

"As you can imagine, he's probably got a couple questions or something, so just go ahead
and sip your ice tea and munch on your burger if you want and we'll just wait until
Wayne gets back in here."

KAREN:

"You're welcome to help me out a little bit."

OLNEY:

"What do you mean, when you're talking to Wayne?"

KAREN:

"Um-Jun."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

"Do you mind removing that stuff in that chair for him?"

OLNEY:

"No, not at all but he can sit right here."

KAREN:

"Okay."

OLNEY:

"Hi Wayne."

WAYNE:

"What's up?"

OLNEY:
OLNEY:

e've been talking quite a bit here

um, .... "

WAYNE:

"And it's time sweetie, don't keep it, you can't keep it inside forever anyway, no matter
what, okay?"

KAREN:

"I didn't, we figure, there's few details that I remember."

WAYNE:

"Um-hrn."

KAREN:

"I must have blacked out or gone insane or something. I was not drinking, as you know."

Pause.

KAREN:

"I had to get ready that morning. And um, I didn't have my mirror and I couldn't find my
make up, went up in the bathroom and looked and I wanted the phone so you know, I
was a little perturbed, didn't remember this until now. So I pushed the little buzzer on the
phone and it went beep, beep, beep and went up. She threw the phone at me and I saw
the gas can in her bedroom. The little cap was off that's all I remember . We're assuming
that I probably spread gas in her bedroom and down the hallway and into our bedroom."

WAYNE:

"Was she sleeping?"

Pause.
WAYNE:

"You said she threw the phone at ya?"

KAREN:

"Yeah, yeah but she wasn't looking at me so, you know .."

WAYNE:

"Yeah but then how (Pause) That doesn't make any sense, okay?"

KAREN:

"And, (pause) apparently I must've lit a candle."
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WAYNE:

"Karen, are you covering up for something else, something else that you know Robin
did?"

Pause.

KAREN:

"The facts are right there Wayne. They have all kinds of evidence that I did it, okay, I
killed our daughter. And I didn't do it in my right mind, okay?"

WAYNE:

"Are you sure of that?"

KAREN:

"No. But it's there. I - I'm just gonna take the rap. It's okay."

WAYNE:

"No, no, no,no,no, no,no,no, now if you think she did something and you're trying to hide
it, you get it out now."

WAYNE:

"Don't cover up for her ... "

KAREN:

"I d- I could have easily went insane - temporarily for a matter of five minutes. I
remember getting the telephone."

WAYNE:

"Do you remember grabbing the gas can?"

KAREN:

"Either in my dream or it's for real, I don't know, okay?"

KAREN:

"I didn't even think about the gas can until after they told me about it. I didn't- it wasn't
in my mind. I just ... To me it was a lost gas can, I -we figured that th-those kids took it."

WAYNE:

"You didn't have that gas can up there?"

KAREN:

"Not previously no. It wasn't. No I didn't, no, I didn't. Um, I must've just went crazy
for a while honey."

WAYNE:

"But Karen ... "

KAREN:

"To get some control or something."

WAYNE:

"Karen, Karen, that's fine. But we have to find out, okay? We have to know. If you
need help, that's fine, we will get you help."

KAREN:

"I'll get help, I need help."

WAYNE:

"Okay and we will work on that but we've got to know the facts. Now there's no hiding,
no B.S.ing about this, it's- it's
ey ere. If you wanna say something,,
now's the ·
ecause you shouldn't be threatened by me and you shouldn't be

<4

eatenedbyBill."
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KAREN:

"Okay. Bill, I'm gonna come out and say this. The evidence shows that I did it."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

"As far as the story goes I feel like I sort of got talked into it and that's okay, all right? 1-1
just- I'll take the rap. The evidence shows that I did something. You know, I don't have
- not, any recollections. I've been in black outs before and I will - and I recall things to a
certain extent."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

" I might've went temporarily crazy to get that control and not have remembered... "

WAYNE:

"Have you ever had that before?"

KAREN:

"No, I have not- but it doesn't mean that I wasn't furious enough. I really don't now."

WAYNE:

"No, you can't go along with a storyjust for the sake of going along.." (Karen interrupts)

KAREN:

"I'm going to. I'm not going to keep fighting this and, and I'm just not gonna keep
fighting it."

WAYNE:

"No."

KAREN:

"I did something Wayne, okay, Apparently... ''

WAYNE:
KAREN:

KAREN:

"Well I have felt more easy with Bill than I have with anybody but, Bill I do not
remember any of this stuff happening besides getting the phone but the gas can either in
my dreams or it was real. I lied to you about the candle. I - I'm just- I don't lmow what
to say, man. I must - I - I - I must've just been out of my mind because I do not
remember any of that, okay?"

OLNEY:

"Karen, all I want is the truth. You know."

KAREN:

"That's - and what we were talking about Bill, there are only two things, I know about
the telephone, my sandals, I looked for my mirror and I looked for my make up and ... "

WAYNE:

"Were you mad?"

Pause.
KAREN:

"Yes. But not mad.."

WAYNE:

"Did you yell at her?"

KAREN:

"No. She didn't like that my mom called earlier."

WAYNE:

"So you did talk to her?"

KAREN:

"I didn't say anything that I remember of, but I don't remember everything, apparently"

KAREN:

"But, I'm just going to go with that story."

OLNEY:

"Let me ask you this Karen. You said you have black outs where you don't remember
anything, Okay? But then things have come back to you."

KAREN:

"Um-hm."
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OLNEY:

"Are th-are those black outs when you've been drinking?"

KAREN:

"Only, yes."

OLNEY:

"Okay, so this is the first time that you had a black out when you've not been drinking."

KAREN:

"I don't believe I had a black out."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

WAYNE:
OLNEY:

"And you think your subconscious"

KAREN:
WAYNE:

"Okay, what about with Robin's di

KAREN:

"Not, no, don't have it. Not even, didn't even know she owned it, owned one."

"

WAYNE:
KAREN:

"Um-htn -nope, it was not my hands, nope, I stood by her door, but, held on her door
handle, no, absolutely not. Why?"

WAYNE:

"Well, no I'm just asking if that as a black out or i you remember anything of that
now?"

Pause.
WAYNE:

"What do you think we sh9llJclciQ
withy3,?"

KAREN:

"Get me help. Help and jail, I don't care."

WAYNE:

"No, no,no,no,no, now come on."

KAREN:

"I'm really serious."

WAYNE:

"I am too, okay? If I took you home, just say I took you home tonight, would I have a
problem with you?" Would I have to babysit you all night and worry about you?"

KAREN:

''No. I'm gonna take the rap honey"

"

WAYNE:

KAREN:

but I really don't

WAYNE:

KAREN:
WAYNE:

"Was there any of Robin's prints on that gas can?"

OLNEY:

"Not that I know of."

WAYNE:

"Not that you know of. Not mine .... "

OLNEY:

"But here's the thing, here's what I need to know. I don't have Robin's prints."

WAYNE:

"Oh."

OLNEY:

"Did you ever print and you know those - child ID thing?"

KAREN:

"I don't know ifwe did or not."

WAYNE:

"Maybe in the hospital, I don't know."

OLNEY:

"Well, in the hospital they usually take your heal your foopri. .. "

KAREN:

"Footprint?"

OLNEY:

"Yeah, your foot print on something but I know from time to time at the malls and
whatever, they will have these things, these child ID's ... "

KAREN:

"I don't remember ifwe did or not."

OLNEY:

"If you did, where would those be?"

KAREN:

"I really- I don't remember doing that but we could check I guess, maybe in our safe."

WAYNE:

"No, I went through the safe and the only thing that was in there was her birth
certificate."

KAREN:

"I don't know what they do with the stuff, and.."

OLNEY:

"Usually what they do is they give it right back to you because otherwise they end up
with literally hundreds of thousands of these cards to store so."

KAREN:

"No, I- I really don't believe we did."

WAYNE:

"Was there any ofmy prints on there?"

OLNEY:

"Not that I know of.

WAYNE:

"Okay, because I did handle that gas can, and I figured I was the last one that had it
outside at the house, okay, because after that's when it turned up missing, you know?"

KAREN:

"I thought - I thought I was Wayne."

OLNEY:

"Well the one thing, if there's one thing that Karen seems to be fairly certain ofis that she
does remember touching the can, picking it, there was a little gas and sloshing around in
there."

KAREN:

"Either in my dream, after I heard the facts."

OLNEY:

"Okay."
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KAREN:

"Or if I went crazy."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

"Those are the two options because litterly I, I don't remember any of what I told you
except the phone thing."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

KAREN:

"Okay."

WAYNE:

"They can't force you to say anything okay? You can't say something just for the sake of
wanting to go to a, go home or go to a hospital."

KAREN:

"Well, I did, okay."

WAYNE:

"Well, no."

KAREN:

"What difference does it make?"

WAYNE:

"Karen, it's because we're talking about my wife, we're talking about your life okay?"

KAREN:

"I know that but if I went crazy and they got all this evidence what difference does it
make, and that, you know, it's just there Wayne. Something happened. I must've
snapped. I don't lmow, I can't, you know me, you know my heart."

WAYNE:

"Right."

KAREN:

"But that doesn't mean that there's not evil in there. I could've just.."

WAYNE:

"Then you need help."

KAREN:

"I just went crazy."

WAYNE:

"Then you should have help right away because whose to say if I took you home tonight
and you didn't snap and try to kill yourself or kill me or Billy or burn the house down,
whose to say that?"

Pause.

WAYNE:

"Right? I mean if, if you snap you snap Right?"

KAREN:

"Right."

Pause.

KAREN:

"Okay."

Pause.

WAYNE:

"Okay what?"

KAREN:

"I'll go somewhere."
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Pause.
WAYNE:

"Do you think your suicidal?"

Pause.
KAREN:

"Not any more than normal."

Pause
OLNEY:

"What does that mean Karen?"

KAREN:

"Just that you know, like l told you before, about my family and hell this last seven
months and um. I had a daughter who'd rather kick me than look at me."

OLNEY:

"Um-hrn"

KAREN:

"Or speak to me. Um, I don't know. I just made a mess ofour family."

Pause.

-

KAREN:

"I'm sorry."

WAYNE:

"That's fine but I want- We still gotta know whether you did it or not."

KAREN:

"Wayne, you probably won't ever find out for sure hoi:i .

Pause.
KAREN:

"This is the biggest shock I've ever, I just, I. I was just so p<>sitive,
I mean tgere was no
doubt in my ni1ndthat I didn't do it."

Pause.
WAYNE:

"You're not hiding anything?"

Pause.
WAYNE:

"You're not trying to protect Bill are ya? That you think... "

KAREN:

''No."

WAYNE:
KAREN:

"I don't know what I'm doing."

Pause.

1(

KAREN:
Pause.

KAREN:

"In my conscious mind I didn't do this but I could have went temporarily insane. I do

not- most of the stuff that we talked about has been fabricated right here in this room."

"I don't have any recollection really of anything, Bill. Besides the telephone incident and

J
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being upse about that. It's just that the evidence and other things are all you know
against me, what-what difference does it make?_Jes everything has been fabricated
/, ~ ~oupl e oEtbi:ng£.r in m~·min
u know , hey, I wasn't there
'----i EmDare
·
Pause .

~~,l

OLNEY:

"Okay . How about if Wayne and I go outside and talk for a minute, okay?"

WAYNE:

"Yeah."

KAREN:

"Okay."

WAYNE:

"I'll be back."

Chief Olney and Wayne leave the room.
Silence.

OLNEY:

"Karen, just um, stand easy for a couple of minutes. He's got to get packed up to get
back to Chicago to catch his air plane in the morning. You can just sit down there if you
want. You want to walk out here a minute and ah .."

HARRIS:

"Bill"

KAREN:

"Um, the only thing I absolutely remember doing is getting the telephone from her room.
That is the only absolute. The other stuff, ifl was like crazy and that's what I gotta plead
to or whatever, I will, but I don't remember . It- It's not there Bill."

OLNEY:

"Okay."

HARRIS :

"Karen, I just have one question about that and -you know we went over this already
about the day of the fire and, is there a reason why you just now remembered thi s?
Because we did ask you several times , did you see Robin? Did you go into her room ?"

1...c
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KAREN BOES :

"No, the only way that I remember that, the only way I remember that, I just told Wayne
about this. I did go in her room by the phone was because I told my mother the night
before and I was go1U1ago away with my girlfri end, Judy and then she calls right away
the next morning and wanted me to go away with her."

DET. HARRJS :

"You're mom did?"

KAREN BOES :

"Yeah."

PET. HARRJS:

"Okay ."

KAREN BOES :

"And she forgot, I think she just - just, just, that's what reminded me of it but you know
she's, she's kinda been doing that a little."

UNKNOWN:

"You know she can - she can - her mom can be a pain in her butt, okay, kept calling . .. "

DET. HARRJS:

"And you're mom called you?"

KAREN BOES:

"Yes."

DET. HARRIS:

"And what phone did you answer it?"

KAREN BOES:

"I - well - I think she called me because Robin said - I think Robin said grandma called
and then ... on the regular phone ."

DET. HARR1S:

"Okay. And you catne in later to hunt for hand held that Robin had in her room?"

KAREN BOES:

"I guess, yes. As far as I can remember, yes."

DET. HARRJS:

"So you spoke with Robin just briefly about mom calling you."

KAREN BOES:

(Pause) "Very briefly because she actually doesn't-

WAYNE:

"So you said that she threw the phone out at ya."

·

she ..."

KAREN BOES:

"Right. I don't she even."

KAREN BOES:

"Just thought ifl, You know all the evidence is against me, um, and um, ifl did it, did
this, it was out of being insane, that's all there is to it. Um"

DET. HARRIS:

"Well the only thing I've asked ... "

KAREN BOES:

'I've never done anything, there's no truth at all- besides
Okay?"

WAYNE:
KAREN BOES:

"No. But I will say, I mean, I could have if I were insane, if I went crazy for temporarily but no. Okay?"

DET. HARRIS:

"Okay, well."

Long pause.
DET. HARRIS:

"I guess once you think about her and once ah, you talk to some people Karen, if -if you
remember anything else that Robin said to you Tuesday morning that -that Tuesday
morning .."

KAREN BOES:

"Okay."

DET. HARRIS:

"Or anything else. Obviously I - I guess I ask you to tell us."

KAREN BOES:

"I will."

DET . HARRIS :

"That's going to have to be your decision ."

KAREN BOES:

"Yup, I will, I will."

DET. HARRIS:

"Because if this .... "

KAREN BOES:

"And I will try, try- to - um.."

DET . HARRIS:

"We really need to know what was going thr-ifit, it, what was going through Robin's
mind that day."

KAREN BOES:

"Well I knew she didn't think I loved her and I did express that to Bill."

DET. HARRIS:

"Okay ."

KAREN BOES:

"And it's the absolute truth ... there's things that I told you that um, okay, and ah, there
are other things. But as far as the facts go, the gasoline, the gasoline can, um, that little
table or whatever that's in my bedroom; um, spreading the gasoline and lighting the
candle, I do not remember any of it, Okay? Not yet."

CHIEF OLNEY :

"Okay."

KAREN BOES:

"If I went crazy and did it, I did . Um, and, I'll probably take the rap but."

DET . HARRIS:

"We don't want you to take the rap Karen, if you did something we want to address it."

KAREN BOES:

"I know, I want to too."

DET. HARRIS:

"Oka ."

KAREN BOES:
DET. HARRIS:

KAREN BOES:
DET. HARRIS:

"Karen, you should really . .. "

KAREN BOES:

"I know the evidence, the evidence is just totally against me. Um ... ."

DET. HARRIS :

"ls there anything else that you remember that you'd like us to do that we haven't done?
Look somewhere, find someone, talk to some people?"
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KAREN BOES:

"No. The two boys that were walking by, I told you that. .."

DET. HARRJS:

"Um-run."

KAREN BOES:

"But I don't remember if that was the night before or.."

DET. HARRJS:

"Right or that day."

KAREN BOES:

"Or that day."

DET. HARRJS:

"Well as I told you, we're the only ones Robin has left. All right? All ofus. We need to
find out why and what happened to her."

KAREN BOES:

"Right."

DET. HARRIS:

"We're the only ones who can help her now. All ofus."

KAREN BOES:

"And if it comes down to it that I did it then I did."

DET. HARR1S:

"Right."

KAREN BOES:

"Okay."

DET. HARRIS:

"But we want you to understand that you need to be aware of that. We don't want you
saying anything that you don't know okay?"

KAREN BOES:

"Okay. I did not know anything except for the telephone thing and I went up and got my
sandals, Bill"

DET. HARRIS:

"Well, I'm going to presume that you're gonna remember some more stuff from that day
now because.."

KAREN BOES:

"ProbabIy."

DET. HARRIS:

"your remembering talking to - talking to Robin when you didn't before."

KAREN BOES:

"Well, she sort of, I asked her if she had the phone and she kind threw it at me."

r-

DET. HARRIS:
,.._

<'.

KAREN BOES:

"I think my mother told me she called. obin doesn't give me, did.a't give me any
i"Q.!<
Ssagesat all as far as-who-c.111
ed not."

DET. HARRIS:

"Okay."

DET. HARRIS:

"Well, good luck. I hope to hear from you again."

KAREN BOES:

"Thanks."

DET. HARRIS:

"Anything else Wayne?"

WAYNE:

"No, um, how'd you wanna do this?"

...----.

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Well, here's the thing, I think from ah, safety and liability (clears throat) point of view,
we're investigating a crime .."

DET. HARRIS:

"Right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"And we've gotten some information that indicates Karen's involvement in the crime so
we incur some liability now ... :

WAYNE:

"Right."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"So wn, I think that the prudent thing for us to do is that we transport Karen down to
Holland and you follow us in your vehicle."

WAYNE BOES:

"All right."

KARENBOES:

"I would like him to come with us, can he?"

DET. HARRIS:

"You're going in a plain car, you're not going in a patrol car."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Right. You're gonna go in an unmarked car."

WAYNEBOES:

"He said because ofliability okay, ifl'm in the car they're liable for me. I'll be right
behind you."

WAYNE BOES:

"When you get out of the car at the hospital ... "

KAREN BOES:

"Honey, I'm not going to see you until who knows when then .

DET. HARRIS:

"Oh, no, he'll be able to see you for a little bit ... "

WAYNEBOES:

"I will, I'll probably be able to see you there, okay?"

KARENBOES:

"All right."

DET. HARRIS:

"Yeah, I would expect that they'd want to talk to you ... "

WAYNE:

"Yeah."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Let me - let me make sure that Cuperus has got gas in his car and that he's ready to go."

DET. HARRIS:

"Would you like something to drink, Karen?"

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Did you need to use the restroom or anything?"

KARENBOES:

"I don't."

CHIEF OLNEY:

"Okay."

UNKNOWN:

"I'll tell the other guys what's happening."

DET. HARRIS:

"Okay, you come on back here."

KARENBOES:

"I would like to see .... (walking away- voice fades)"
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WAYNE BOES :

"Ah, well, Bill is it okay if she sees those guys on the way out?
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